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	Products		
		WOOD FURNITURE
	METAL FURNITURE  Furniture Concepts Metal Furniture is the perfect fit for highly transient environments like shelters, alternatives to incarceration, transitional housing, and any program serving more temporary populations. Our Collection includes metal beds, metal bunkbeds, lockable metal dressers, chests, wardrobes, underbed storage, dining tables with metal bases and chairs with metal frames. Construction with solid steel and a durable coating combine to offer ultimate resilience. Most items can be painted in colors that add character and warmth to ensure a humanizing environment. Laminate tops on dressers and nightstands add wood-like warmth. Laminate resists staining from water marks and many other substances. Metal furniture is made of the same solid rolled steel as cars and trucks.
	MOLDED PLASTICMolded plastic furniture for group living environments.
	LIGATURE RESISTANT
	QUICK SHIP
	SEATINGFurniture Concepts’ Seating Collections combines the beauty of fine sofas, loveseats, and chairs with the durability and longevity of furniture designed for heavy use. All pieces are built with frames made of solid wood with craftsmen joinery to ensure performance even under constant use. High-Density Foam prevents seat compression. Seating performs consistently over time without dips or soft spots in the foam. Choose from a huge selection of healthcare grade woven fabrics including Crypton, Encase, and other anti-microbial, anti-fungal, easy to clean finishes. Vinyl upholstery is available and is a great way to manage spills or other fluid issues. Many Vinyl options are bleach cleanable to allow staff quick and easy maintenance – ask for details! Wood Frame seating is another great option for common spaces. Wood Frame seating has optional loose cushions that can be changed on site for even more years of use. Perfect for group therapy and common spaces, our seating creates a non-institutional atmosphere and warms up any space. We even have solutions for heavy incontinence that maximize sanitation and reduce staff maintenance. Perfect for addiction recovery, transitional housing, behavioral healthcare or other in-patient health & human services programming.
	BEDROOMSHeavy-duty bedroom furniture for group living environments.


		ALL BEDSFurniture Concepts’ Bed Collection features metal, wood, and one-piece rotationally molded plastic frames. We offer a full range of traditionally styled beds to easy to maintain platform beds to full metal pan decks. Our bed collection hits the mark for durable, heavy use sleeping needs. Higher-risk facilities can opt for solid decks to avoid spring units that could be weaponized. No matter which design or material, all of our beds can be paired with a variety of wood, metal, full laminate or molded plastic dressers and chests to complete resident rooms. Pair beds with mattresses constructed with fluid-proof coverings. Mattress seams are inverted to reduce bed bug infestations. Underbed storage chests add flexibility to patient rooms without eating up valuable floor space. Wood beds are finished with a sophisticated UV-sealing process that creates a surface resistant to scratching or vandalism. Metal beds are finished in a powder coated finish that prevents scratches and rust. Beds come in cot, dorm, twin, full, or queen sizes. Regardless of whether beds are going to be used for shortterm or long-term stays, we have a bed to meet your needs.
	LAMINATE FURNITUREWelcome to our easy to maintain full laminate bedroom collection. Dressers, chest and storage with full laminate side panels, drawer fronts, and tops can be a great fit for heavy use environments. Stackable units have wood sides. Our Contemporary collection features black PVC edge banding to create a contemporary aesthetic. Full laminate products are resistant to heat, scratches, and moisture. Full laminate casegoods are eye pleasing due to the uniformity of the finish. Known as the standard for hospitality, full laminate casegoods are growing in popularity in healthcare due to easy care and maintenance. Each piece comes with brushed nickel pulls for even more bling. Your choice of laminate top helps you create a one-of-a-kind look for your recovery or behavioral healthcare patient programs.
	DINING TABLES & CHAIRS
	ACCENT TABLES & CHAIRSWhen your patient rooms, common spaces, flex spaces, or lobbies need some easy chairs and tables, our occasional chair & table collections are a perfect fit. These pieces will enhance any space set up for meetings, casual use, therapies, or waiting. Bariatric pieces can be intermixed with standard weight seating to create welcoming environments for all. Optional weighted, bolted, ganging, and floor mounted chairs are perfect for transitional environments where patient and staff safety are a priority. Designed for heavy use our occasional tables and chairs are the perfect addition to any behavioral healthcare, addiction recovery, transitional living, sheltering, or intensive use environments. Pair with our fully upholstered and wood frame lounge seating groups to create the ultimate in flexible use spaces. Solid wood frames and craftsman construction ensure your chairs and tables will stand the test of time.
	MATTRESSES & COVERS
	BARIATRIC
	CAMP FURNITURE


			 





	 





	 





	 






	 





	 





	 





	 










	




	Resources		
		CURRENT PROMOTIONS
	ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
	BUYING PROGRAM PARTNERS
	CATALOGS
	CONSTRUCTION DETAILS


		DEALER & DISTRIBUTOR INFORMATION
	FLYERS
	GUIDES
	LAMINATES & FINISHES
	Project Spotlights Of Our World Class Furniture


			 





	 





	 





	 






	 





	 





	 





	 










	




	Fabrics		
		ALL FABRICS & VINYLS
	BEST SELLERS
	CONTRACT STANDARDS (Stain & Soil Resistant)
	CRYPTON (Healthcare Grade)


		FABRIC GRADE CHART
	POLYOLEFIN (Recycled Content)
	VINYLS


		






	




	Markets	Addiction Recovery
	Behavioral Healthcare
	Camp & Conference Centers
	Group Homes
	Transitional & Crisis Housing
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SIT. SLEEP. EAT. WORK. STUDY

Furniture Concepts has helped managers, executives, and buyers find tough, stylish furniture for over 25 years. When you need furniture designed for incontinence, limited mobility, bariatric consumers, behavioral issues, or contraband, we have proven solutions for you.







   


 Email Us Now


info@furnitureconcepts.com



  Click Here Now 




   


 Call Us Now


800.969.4100



  Call Us Today 








 







Furniture Concepts is a contract furniture wholesaler serving the needs of group living environments including Community Housing, Treatment and recovery Centers, Assisted Living, Camps, Conference Centers, Student Housing, Military Dorms and quarters, and more!



   4925 Galaxy Parkway, Suite G
Warrensville Heights, Ohio 44128




   800.969.4100




   info@furnitureconcepts.com
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